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Canadian Blockchain 
Consortium | Executive 
Director  Profile

As the Executive Director of the Canadian 

Blockchain Consortium, Koleya Karringten is 

the driving force behind the organization’s 

mission, growth and international 

collaboration. Under her leadership, the 

Consortium has built a strong core team of 

over 40 industry experts – a formidable brain 

trust that supports the organization’s mandate 

of education, government and corporate 

advisory, and the global promotion of Canada’s 

thriving blockchain ecosystem.



Like many people in the blockchain industry, 

Koleya’s journey started in a completely 

different discipline. As the CEO of cleantech 

company Absolute Combustion, she was 

driven to build solutions for a better world – 

and when she was first introduced to Bitcoin 

almost 5 years ago, she immediately saw this 

new technology’s potential to help solve some 

of the world’s biggest challenges. She quickly 

began engaging with international thought 

leaders, developers and entrepreneurs in the 

blockchain space, and realized that Canada had 

all of the right elements to become a major hub 

for Bitcoin mining and financial services. Prior 

to accepting leadership of the Consortium, 

then a small monthly meet-up group, Koleya 

started her own mining operation along with 

educational firm Bitquest.


Her vision for the Consortium has been fueled 

by her strong convictions that blockchain’s 

qualities of decentralization and self-sovereignty 

are the solutions to a fairer and more prosperous 

world – one where all people can access essential 

financial services and protect their wealth from 

unpredictable external forces.


Koleya’s passion for inclusion also led her to 

become a founding board member of the 

Canadian Blockchain Association for women, 

and she has won numerous awards for her 

philanthropy, mentorship and accomplishments. 

A frequent publisher of articles and blog posts on 

emerging trends and news in blockchain, her 

work can be found here:  

https://www.koleya.ca/blog/


https://www.koleya.ca/blog/
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389 million pieces of paper a year. According 

to the Emirates Blockchain Strategy, 

published in 2018, that’s the reduction in 

documents yielded by putting just half of the 

country’s government services on blockchain. 

It’s surprising that much of our world’s 

back-office, the hidden administrators behind 

the scenes, still use countless pieces of paper 

to manage and record the data behind our 

businesses and lives.


This is an often-overlooked benefit to 

blockchain – the reduction in paper through 

digitalization makes it a fundamentally 

green technology, and it’s no surprise that some 

of the highest-value enterprise applications are 

leveraging DLT for greater sustainability. A 

major challenge to the global moves towards 

better performance on ESG – Environmental, 

Social and Governance – is the ability to trust 

in the data behind these metrics, and that trust 

is being quickly eroded.


A recent study by the EU Commission found 

that almost half of all companies exaggerated 

their sustainability claims, and often spend 

more on marketing their emissions reductions 

than actually making their business better for 

the planet. Sometimes, it’s outright fraud – 

such as in the case of fake carbon credits and 

offsets, often generating from poorly-regulated 

regions like Asia and Russia. As more industries 

make net-zero commitments, this 

multi-billion-dollar market for emissions 

greenwashing is predicted to grow 

exponentially.


We only have one planet – and we urgently 

need to understand humanity’s true impact 

and have to be able to trust in our progress 

towards sustainability. From energy production 

to supply chains and carbon credits, blockchain 

can provide automated, traceable and verified 

emissions status, while helping build new 

digital ESG assets that can finance a greener 

future. 


There are few issues that I believe are as 

critically important, and on September 14th, 

I’m looking forward to hosting an ESG Council 

panel on blockchain’s role in sustainable 

energy, crypto mining and finance at 

Blockchain in Oil and Gas in Houston.


Letter from the Editor :

Blockchain Builds 
Essential Trust in ESG
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As the House of Congress paves the way for 

passing Biden’s landmark infrastructure bill, 

a lack of government education on 

cryptocurrency is creating major problems. 

In less impressive back rooms of the shiny, 

expensive offices of the world’s investment 

firms, you’ll find an army of PHD-bearing 

“quants” – often highly educated escapees 

from poorly paid academic jobs in 

mathematics, computer science and physics, 

they help construct the algorithms and 

architecture behind things like automated 

trading technology. 


What quants aren’t, are licensed brokers. 

They’re programmers and builders, there to 

help their firms gain an edge in the daily 

market swings and siphon money from 

, er, investors, who think they 

can compete with an armada of 

superpowered robots at day trading Apple 

and Amazon.


However, according to the 

 currently sitting with the House of 

Congress, pending a vote on September 

27th, blockchain developers and 

programmers – who perform much the 

same function as quants in the digital 

economy – are actually the equivalent of the 

stockbrokers who handle client funds, and 

require the same licensing. 


retail suckers

US Infrastructure 

Bill

 Given the limited – virtually non-existent? – 

crossover between blockchain’s technical 

architects and traditional market brokers, this 

rule, if enforced, would make it impossible to 

have a functioning digital economy.



Even if there, for the sake of argument, some 

tiny overlap in that Venn diagram, the bill is 

terrible for something crypto needs – 

.


In the US, stockbrokers are 

 which is far less inclusive than the 

tech industry overall, already widely criticized 

for its lack of inclusion.









An effort to amend this language was 

spearheaded by Wyoming Senator Cynthia 

Lummis, a long-time champion for sensible 

crypto regulation, but the amendment was 

struck down in the Senate. This is just one of 

many concerns about this portion of the bill, 

which is predicted to add a relatively modest 

US $28 billion in new revenue to support its 

infrastructure plans. 



The cryptocurrency sector has, for the most 

part, been a strong advocate for the regulatory 

clarity that will make the digital economy safe 

and trustworthy to a broader range of 

investors. 



diversity

70% white and 

80% male,

The US 
Infrastructure Bill: 
Clueless on Crypto 

“We can't afford to get this wrong. We need to 

ensure that people aren't trying to avoid taxes by 

sheltering their money in digital taxes, but we have 

to do it in a way that doesn't stifle innovation."


-Cynthia Lummis, WY Senator

https://www.investopedia.com/financial-edge/0113/has-high-frequency-trading-ruined-the-stock-market-for-the-rest-of-us.aspx
https://www.theverge.com/2021/8/10/22618448/senate-bipartisan-infrastructure-package-schumer-broadband-cryptocurrency
https://www.theverge.com/2021/8/10/22618448/senate-bipartisan-infrastructure-package-schumer-broadband-cryptocurrency
https://cointelegraph.com/news/broker-licensing-for-us-blockchain-developers-threatens-jobs-and-diversity
https://www.zippia.com/stock-broker-jobs/demographics/
https://www.zippia.com/stock-broker-jobs/demographics/


While being addressed at all in the bill is a sign 

of the growing acceptance of digital assets as 

part of the US economy, from crypto and 

fintech companies to VCs, there have vocal 

protests over the mishandled language that 

equates techies with brokers, and imposes 

broad reporting requirements that could 

become a quagmire across the crypto 

ecosystem. 



Confusing clauses appear to suggest that 

companies and potentially even the individual 

miners validating blocks may be obligated to 

report tax information to the IRS, despite not 

having a direct role.



in financial transactions or any means of 

accessing to the private data of buyers and 

sellers, making cryptocurrency impossible in 

practice.  



Overall, the Infrastructure Bill is potentially a 

nightmare for compliance, clouding many 

issues rather than giving clarity. Why does this 

matter to Canada? First of all, uncertainty in 

the US regulatory sphere means that Canadian 

companies who want to expand southward, or 

service American investors, have to contend 

with new challenges.



Additionally, it’s a strong cautionary tale for 

Canada’s own emerging crypto regulations. If 

the serious flaws in the bill aren’t addressed, 

some VCs are warning of an investment 

exodus – one that Canada can’t afford to 

replicate, especially at a time when global 

capital is just starting to take notice of our 

blockchain industry’s achievements and 

growth potential.



This is why education, ecosystem engagement 

and advocacy are so critical to the future of our 

digital economy, and the Canadian Blockchain 

Consortium devotes so much of its resources 

to supporting collaboration between regulators 

and our blockchain community. 



This is why education, ecosystem engagement 

and advocacy are so critical to the future of our 

digital economy, and the Canadian Blockchain 

Consortium devotes so much of its resources 

to supporting collaboration between regulators 

and our blockchain community. 


“I think what founders and investors want 

is clarity — not risk. They don’t want the 

ground shifting under them.”


-Spencer Bogart, Blockchain Capital 

partner
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While the energy-intensive nature of Bitcoin 

mining has been widely criticized, its need for 

large amounts of power may help renewables 

projects like solar, wind and geothermal get to 

scale and profitability much faster.  



In April 2021, global payments Square, 

founded by early Bitcoin investor Jack Dorsey, 

partnered with fellow BTC whale Ark Invest 

to publish the ambitiously titled “Bitcoin is 

Key to an Abundant Clean Energy Future”, a 

brief whitepaper that outlined a case for 

crypto mining as an accelerant for solar 

project development.



Coming at a time when Proof-of-Work mining 

was under fire for its high energy 

consumption, including by Elon Musk, who 

retracted Telsa’s acceptance of the coin as 

payment for its cars based on its carbon 

intensity, the paper’s claims were 

controversial – but undeniably interesting.



According to Square, mining could help 

overcome significant obstacles to successful 

renewable energy projects, particularly those 

with storage issues, like solar and wind. The 

paper outlined a case for Bitcoin as a way to:


      Create revenues streams to support 

pre-grid access projects 



     Optimize energy production through 

off-peak mining



     Allow renewables projects to build bigger 

and scale rapidly 



     Ensure a pool of stable yet flexible energy 

buyers



Special Industry 
Report: 


Can Bitcoin Accelerate the 

Renewables Revolution?

“Bitcoin miners are unique energy buyers in that 

they offer highly flexible and easily interruptible 

load, provide payout in a globally liquid 

cryptocurrency, and are completely location 

agnostic, requiring only an internet connection.”


Square, “Bitcoin Is Key to An Abundant Clean 

Energy Future”


Many of the challenges that mining is seeking 

to solve are related to the limitations of 

current battery storage technology, meaning 

that during off-peak hours for grid 

consumption, solar and wind projects need 

to reduce production or waste energy. 



Often located in remote areas, there are 

lengthy periods after construction where the 

installations are fully functional but not yet 

connected to the power grid.


Mike Colyer, CEO of major North American 

mining firm Foundry, said in an interview 

that he’s seeing more interest in Bitcoin 

operations from renewables developers.  
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"It allows for a faster payback on those solar projects or wind projects, which means more of 

them can be built faster in regions where before it was not attractive, because they would 

produce too much energy for the grid in that area," he said.



With the rapidly reducing cost of renewable energy, it provides attractive profit margins to 

crypto miners, who run on the simple economics of the lower the electricity cost, the better their 

profitability. Investors in the space are also preferentially targeting green mining, and the 

demand for cleaner energy from miners will incentivize the expansion of renewable energy 

capacity long before battery technology makes at-scale storage possible, making it a win-win for 

both industries.




Emerging 
News:

In India, blockchain is enabling struggling farmers 
faster access to loans against their products, shortening 
the waiting time from a week to just 24 hours:

READ MORE

READ MORE

READ MORE
READ MORE

READ MORE

The dramatic bounce back in the price of 
Bitcoin has caused whales – accounts 

Turmoil following the US withdrawal from 
Afghanistan and subsequent Taliban takeover 
has resulted in many citizens turning to crypto:

Around the world, the need for better wallet 
security has been highlighted by a series of 
high-profile heists, including US $100M stolen 
from a top Japanese exchange:

Bitcoin Well Announces Second Quarter 2021 
Financial Results Highlighted by Revenue Growth of 
405%. EDMONTON, Alberta, Aug. 23, 2021 (GLOBE 
NEWSWIRE) -- Bitcoin Well Inc. (TSXV: BTCW) 
(“Bitcoin Well” or the “Company”) today announced 
our financial and operating results for the second 
quarter and first half of 2021.
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/bitcoin-well-announces-commencement-trading-152900379.html?guccounter=1
https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/pune/maharashtra-blockchain-beneficial-for-government-and-farmers-in-procurement-of-agricultural-produce-7468107/
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/08/24/afghans-turn-to-crypto-market-for-stability-during-taliban-takeover.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-58277359
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/08/24/bitcoin-whales-jump-back-into-market-during-cryptocurrencys-rebound-.html


Oct 7th 11:30 Am MST — 


12:30 PM MST

REGISTER NOW

Nov 4th 11:30 Am MST — 


12:30 PM MST

REGISTER NOW

UPCOMING FREE EDUCATIONAL 
CLASSES:

11

REGISTER NOW

Sep 2nd 11:30 Am MST — 


12:30 PM MST

REGISTER NOWREGISTER NOW

https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/protecting-yourself-from-blockchain-scams-tickets-148280301373
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/blockchain-economics-class-tickets-161030164557
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/staying-safe-when-investing-in-cryptocurrency-tickets-157013643033
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/protecting-yourself-from-blockchain-scams-tickets-148280301373
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/what-is-blockchain-class-tickets-161028176611
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Koleya Karringten

Afghanistan 
Shows That 
Bitcoin is a 
Force for 
Human Rights
Access to money and financial services is a 

matter of survival in countries in turmoil, 

and Bitcoin can’t be controlled by 

oppressive institutions


Watching the news in Afghanistan over the 

last weeks, my heart went out to the men, 

women and children facing a terrible new 

reality, after the end was announced to the 

more than two-decade occupation of the 

country by US military forces.



Seeing crowds rush after departing airplanes on 

the Kabul airport tarmac, women 

advertisements featuring smiling models, and 

the terrified interviews with those who 

collaborated with the US-supported government 

brought home that for Afghanistan, the clock 

was about to be rolled back to a much darker 

time, one that many of its younger citizens have 

no experience with. 


Of course, there was an abundance of another 

common feature of countries in chaos –

 with most of its banks and ATMs now out 

of cash completely. Panic-driven inflation and 

shortages, in just a few short weeks, have caused 

the prices of essentials to skyrocket, with the 

cost of flour, oil and medication jumping 35% or 

more ahead of the Taliban takeover.


Critically, wire-transfer services, including 

Western Union and Moneygram, have 

 payments to Afghanistan, 

painting over 

 bank 

runs,

stopped 

processing

https://news.artnet.com/art-world/2000495-2000495
https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2021/8/23/taliban-appoints-central-bank-chief-as-prices-rise-cash-runs-out
https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2021/8/23/taliban-appoints-central-bank-chief-as-prices-rise-cash-runs-out
https://www.axios.com/afghanistan-economy-afghani-taliban-efe22e8d-def8-4148-b87b-e7d9762dab28.html
https://www.axios.com/afghanistan-economy-afghani-taliban-efe22e8d-def8-4148-b87b-e7d9762dab28.html
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which is devastating in a country where many of 

its people rely on remittances from relatives in 

the West for basic needs like food and rent. 









Many observers are predicting 

 the kind seem in other economic 

collapses like Argentina and Zimbabwe. and It’s 

no surprise that even in this relatively low-tech 

country, with spotty internet access and lagging 

digital literacy, . In the last 

few months, internet searches for 

cryptocurrency have risen dramatically, and 

some Afghanis, mainly in Kabul, have started 

protecting their resources with BTC accounts.



With Central Bank funds frozen, no service 

being provided by traditional payments 

companies and restricted access to cash, even 

charities are now accepting  as 

a way to ensure that money gets where it’s 

needed, at a time when few other options are 

available.



For women, who are at a far greater risk than 

men to having their banking access taken away 

by the Taliban under their harsh interpretations 

of Sharia law, crypto provides a critically needed 

way of protecting themselves from being 

economically excluded. Bitcoin is borderless, 

free from government intervention, and secure – 

and that’s just how it was intended to be used.


massive 

hyperinflation,

Bitcoin is booming

crypto donations

As described in the original 

whitepaper, Bitcoin is a decentralized, 

peer-to-peer payments system that operates 

outside of the conventional financial industry 

and lets people transact freely and 

anonymously, which is why it has such a 

tremendous value in situations where banking 

institutions teeter on the brink.

Satoshi Nakamoto 

Bank runs and fears of frozen accounts in 

Afghanistan are only the most recent 

examples of countries where Bitcoin has 

helped protect human rights against 

government oppression. Cryptocurrency gets 

maligned by government elites for being a 

transaction method for terrorists, but it’s easy 

to forget in sheltered democracies that often, 

what they mean by “terrorists” are political 

dissidents who oppose corruption and 

state-sanctioned violence. 


 


In Belarus, Europe’s last Soviet-style 

dictatorship, the regime regularly murders 

activists and journalists with , 

imprisons them in concentration camps, bars 

them from employment and freezes their 

access to financial services – all simply for 

exposing human rights violations and 

fraudulent elections. 



Bitcoin has become a lifeline to protestors 

and other brave citizens, with projects like 

 – Belarus Solidarity – raising funds 

death squads

BYSOL

“If the Taliban don’t get cash infusions soon to 

defend the afghani, I think there’s a real risk of a 

currency devaluation that makes it hard to buy 

bread on the streets of Kabul for ordinary people."


-Graeme Smith, the Overseas Development 

Institute
 "It's an escape hatch from tyranny. It's nothing less 

than freedom money."


-Alex Gladstein, Human Rights Foundation


https://apnews.com/article/afghanistan-taliban-protests-bd853cac9eee5e4f0cd4b76580f27b53
https://apnews.com/article/afghanistan-taliban-protests-bd853cac9eee5e4f0cd4b76580f27b53
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/bitcoin-afghanistan-crypto-taliban-economy-b1907180.html
https://cointelegraph.com/news/helping-afghanistan-organizations-currently-accepting-crypto-donations
https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-58079461
https://www.coindesk.com/belarus-dissidents-bitcoin


to support dissidents and teaching them how to 

use crypto wallets and payments. The 

organization was able to raise US $2M to help the 

country’s opposition find online jobs, buy food 

and pay bills, regardless of their banking status. 

Bitcoin might not fix everything, but it fixes the 

fundamental issue of oppression through 

financial control. 


Even when countries try to ban Bitcoin – such as 

in the  where the government 

attacked anti-corruption activism by restricting 

remittance payments and freezing bank accounts 

– these policies are ineffective, with many 

workarounds to fund crypto accounts and let 

people transact outside of government control. 

Despite being a relatively small African economy, 

Nigeria is now second in the world to the US for 

Bitcoin adoption.


The Nigerian government is reportedly panicking 

over the groundswell of crypto use, and they 

should be – money is power, which is why access 

to financial services is wielded as a weapon 

against people who oppose unfair ruling regimes. 

Losing the ability to prevent people from 

accessing work, funds and credit means these 

governments have to actually start working in the 

interest of their people, and they don’t want that.


It’s not always just about war or censorship - 

sometimes, such as in the case of , it’s 

also about failed government policies resulting in 

hyperinflation and economic chaos that threaten 

people’s survival. Here, Bitcoin has been a way for 

Venezuelans to protect their money, avoid failing 

banks, and keep their lives going during a 

dramatic currency devaluation.


case of Nigeria,

Venezuela

While North America and Western Europe 

have many issues of their own, including 

looming concerns about inflation, the 

day-to-day uncertainty and corruption of 

developing countries have made them the 

fastest BTC adopters in the world. According to 

a study this year by Chainalysis, most of the top 

20 crypto using countries are developing 

nations in Africa, Asia and South America.


This is one of the biggest reasons why I support 

Bitcoin – I believe it’s the strongest force 

against financial oppression around the world. 

It’s untouchable by governments, stands 

outside of volatile economic forces and puts 

power back in the hands of the people. It’s 

exactly what the world needs, and no power on 

earth will be able to control or stop it.




Read more from Koleya 

Connect with Koleya


Email: 

Linkedin: 

Twitter: 

HERE


koleya@koleya.ca


https://www.linkedin.com/in/koleya-karringte

n-a78a5559/


https://twitter.com/Koleyayyc
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https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/jul/31/out-of-control-and-rising-why-bitcoin-has-nigerias-government-in-a-panic
https://www.reuters.com/technology/venezuelas-economy-regresses-crypto-fills-gaps-2021-06-22/
https://www.koleya.ca/blog/
mailto:koleya@koleya.ca
https://www.linkedin.com/in/koleya-karringten-a78a5559/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/koleya-karringten-a78a5559/
https://twitter.com/Koleyayyc
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A unique path into the blockchain 

industry led Sid Sharma from a 

background in human resources 

technology into the world of blockchain 

digital identity, where he is the founder 

and CEO of Rehuman Inc., a 

Toronto-based pioneer in self-sovereign, 

decentralized identity solutions. 


A strong supporter of Canada’s 

blockchain ecosystems, Sid brings his 

identity management expertise to the 

Canadian Blockchain Consortium’s 

Industry Committee, and he is also a 

contributor at W3C, DIF, and 

Hyperledger. Sid currently leads the 

Hyperledger chapter for Alberta and the 

Western Canada chapter for 

Government Blockchain Association.


With his launch of the Western Canada 

chapter of Founder Institute, he built a 

team of over 100 mentors, investors, and 

ecosystem partners such as Dentons, 

KPMG, Platform Calgary, Calgary 

Economic Development, Thin Air Labs, 

Valhalla Angels, and more.


A blockchain media personality, Sid has 

a popular podcast and Youtube channel, 

and he was ranked in 2017 as one of “the 

top 48 podcasts in the world for 

entrepreneurs” by Entrepreneur.com.


Find Sid at: www.rehuman.com



Sid Sharma , CEO, 
Rehuman

Canadian Blockchain 
Consortium Director and 
member of the Industry 
Committee 


http://www.rehuman.com


Political instability, economic collapses and 

natural disasters affect all parts of society, but 

when it comes to the direct and measurable 

impact of these crises, there is a consistent 

gender imbalance. More women than men die 

in natural disasters, are left impoverished by 

unstable economies, and suffer food insecurity 

during times of turmoil.


Another critical factor is something that in 

many countries, people take for granted – the 

simple ability to access money. According to 

many studies, including by the World Bank, 

women in countries that are experiencing a 

humanitarian crisis are 30% less likely to have 

access to essential financial services than men, 

severely restricting their ability to feed and 

protect themselves and their families.


With August’s rapid takeover of Afghanistan’s 

power structures by the Taliban after the Biden 

Administration’s complete withdrawal US 

forces, the role of cryptocurrency in keeping 

women – and by association, children – from 

falling through the cracks during crises has 

become even more important.


Afghani first female tech entrepreneur and 

digital inclusion champion Roya Mahboob, who 

has been a force for women’s blockchain and 

coding education in her country, said in a recent 

Women, Crypto, and 
Countries in Crisis
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Coindesk interview that Bitcoin in particular 

could help women protect assets from 

restrictive Taliban policies.


Following the incredible success of June’s 

Women in the New Economy virtual event, 

CBAW is continuing to thank the generous 

sponsors who helped make the upcoming 

Blockchain Accelerator Grant Program 

possible.


CBAW will be announcing more news on the 

grant program later in September and is 

excited for “Women in the New Economy: 

Disruption 2022”, another special event 

focussing on the next year of opportunities for 

women in the digital economy, held on 

November 19th, 2021.



Providing diverse corporate clients with 

bespoke, personalized payment and deposit 

solutions, Pateno offers a suite of innovative 

products and services that enable streamlined 

commercial banking, efficient transactions and 

prepaid card programs. Pateno is a principal 

member of Interac, Visa, and Mastercard and a 

member of Payments Canada.


Discover more: https://www.pateno.com/



“We are not giving up on Afghanistan,” she 

said. “These are very challenging, very difficult 

times, but we have to go down this route. 

Everyone deserves access to education, to 

technology, to digital currency. Everyone has a 

right to pursue their dreams.”


Pateno Payments: Silver Sponsor
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Bitfarms: Gold Sponsor


Mavennet: Platinum Sponsor


www.cbaw.io info@cbaw.io

One of North America’s largest commercial crypto miners, Bitfarms is a pioneer in industrial-scale 

data center mining operations and infrastructure development. A supporter of building strong 

mining ecosystems on renewable energy, Bitfarms is 100% hydro powered and managed in-house 

by an expert team of professionals from industries like data center operations and capital markets. 


Learn more: https://bitfarms.com/



The winner of the 2020 Mind to Market awards, Mavennet is a developer of revolutionary 

blockchain products and services for diverse applications in supply chain management, energy, 

financial services and media/entertainment. From strategy and design to full implementation, 

Mavennet takes a creative approach to tailoring blockchain solutions for maximum impact. 


Visit Mavennet: https://www.mavennet.com/



Visit  or please contact  to inquire about grant sponsorships, our mission 

and other ways to get involved in building an inclusive blockchain industry!


http://www.cbaw.io
mailto:info@cbaw.io


Women in the New 
Economy: Disruption 

2022
Canada's economy is undergoing an incredible digital transformation, and in 2022, disruptive 

technologies will continue to reshape the future of entrepreneurship, industry and trade


To succeed, this evolution requires diverse participation. Women are making powerful 

contributions to our evolution, but at just 25% of our tech labor force, it's critical to support 

greater inclusion.  This November 19th, the Canadian Blockchain Association for Women 

(CBAW) and ecosystem partners are coming together for a special day of events celebrating the 

achievements of our talented female tech leadership, announcing new grants for tech 

education, and shining a light on  opportunities for women in Canada's emerging technology 

sectors. Join us to learn about the next year ahead in tech disruption, hear inspiring insights 

from diverse leaders and discover how

REGISTER NOW
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https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/women-in-the-new-economy-disruption-2022-tickets-165837278765




Alberta-based Bitcoin Well has become the 

first-of-its-kind in the world to be publicly traded.


The company deals with the cryptocurrency 

through an ATM system is now trading on the 

TSX.V as BTCW.


The company was founded by Adam O’Brien and 

has now built a network that allows bitcoin to be 

easily and safely accessible through 160 Bitcoin 

ATMs located across Canada, along with online 

and in-person services at their offices in Calgary 

and Edmonton.


“We are thrilled to begin this next phase of 

evolution for Bitcoin Well as we embark on life as 

a public company,” said, O’Brien, the company’s 

CEO


“We believe our listing will help to raise the profile 

for market participants, who can also learn more 

about bitcoin and its role in aiding individuals to 

achieve financial sovereignty.


“Through our non-custodial model, we offer 

bitcoiners  secure and safe platforms to buy and 

sell bitcoin, and will continue to pursue expansion 

of our Bitcoin ATM network, while also seeking to 

enhance our service offerings as a means of 

supporting our growth trajectory.”


O’Brien began buying and selling bitcoin locally in 

Edmonton in 2013.
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Alberta’s Bitcoin Well now 
listed on TSX

The next year he deployed the first Bitcoin 

ATMs in Alberta and Saskatchewan. Bitcoin 

Well now has 160 ATMs across Canada plus 

26 ATMs in the UK.



The company recently acquired Crypto Kiosk, 

which contributed 11 ATMs in Northern 

Ontario, now included in the Bitcoin Well 

network total.



Bitcoin Well opened a second office in Alberta 

in June 2021; the Calgary office provides 

white-glove over the counter (OTC) service by 

appointment for individuals seeking to 

transact in larger bitcoin denominations and a 

comfortable setting for those interested in 

learning about the benefits of bitcoin as a 

means of securing financial sovereignty.


Bitcoin Well employs more than 30 people.


“I am dedicated to nurturing and retaining 

technical talent in my hometown, which is 

why I made the strategic decision to start 

building our 35,000 sq-ft headquarters in 

Edmonton,” said O’Brien.



“We are hopeful to continue creating new jobs 

every year within Alberta’s Fintech sector.”



As of publishing, bitcoin was trading at 

$48,690 (USD).
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Contact Us

mailto:info@bitcoinmarketplace.com
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Changing the face of 
online & prepaid card 
payments:

We facilitate fast, easy, and secure money 

transfer transactions. The world is constantly 

changing and becoming increasingly virtual, 

and we’re keeping up with easy to implement 

yet entirely customizable business payment 

solutions available via API technology.

Initiate payments 
from anywhere

Our integrated solutions allow business 

owners to initiate payments from existing 

web pages, portals, and apps. Pateno 

eliminates the necessity to learn and adopt 

another application, integrating seamlessly to 

make payment transfers and payouts, such as 

e-Transfers for businesses, more accessible 

and less of a hassle.

CONTACT US

CRYPTO FRIENDLY

https://www.pateno.com/


Become a Member

The Canadian Blockchain Consortium is the countries primary 

organization representing it’s growing blockchain technology 

ecosystem! We are here to support your blockchain 

organization through our multiple membership teirs

JOIN TODAY
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https://www.canadablockchain.ca/#membership
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INVENTURES

REGISTER NOW

September 22nd - 24th 2021


In Person Event 
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https://inventurescanada.com/


ANNOUNCING 

CANADA BLOCKCHAIN WEEK

NOVEMBER 15TH - 19TH  2021


8:00 AM MST - 12:00 PM MST

REGISTER NOW
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https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/canada-blockchain-week-tickets-148543101415
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3IQ


Bidali


BIGG Digital Assets


BitBuy


Bitcoin Well


Bitvo


Blockchain Foundry Inc.


Address: 40 King St. West, Suite 1700, 
Toronto, ON M5H 3Y2

Phone: 416-639-2130

Website: 3iq.ca

Contact: info@3iq.ca



Address: 630 8 Ave SW #600, Calgary, 
AB T2P 1G6

Phone: +1 866-302-4084

Website: www.bidali.com

Contact: support.spend@bidali.com



Address: 1199 West Pender Street Suite 
410 Vancouver, BC V6E 2R1

Phone: 778-819-8704

Website: biggdigitalassets.com

Contact: info@blockchaingroup.io



Address: 110 Cumberland St, Toronto, 
ON M5V 3V5

Website: bitbuy.ca

Contact: contact@bitbuy.ca.



Address: 10142 82 Avenue NW, 
Edmonton, AB T6E 1Z4

Phone: +1-888-711-3866

Website: bitcoinwell.com

Contact: help@bitcoinwell.com.



Address: 500 4 Ave SW #2500, 
Calgary, AB T2P 2V6

Phone: +1-833-862-4886

Website: bitvo.com

Contact: support@bitvo.com.



Address: 2300 Yonge Street, Suite 
1600, Toronto, ON  M4P 1E4

Phone: 604-644-8767

Website: blockchainfoundry.co

Contact: sales@blockchainfoundry.co





FINANCE

Coinsquare


DLT Labs


Dominion Blockchain Solutions


DVeX


Ninepoint Partners


RevoluGROUP


StableCorp


The AML Shop


Virgo CX


Address: 590 King St W, Toronto, ON M5V 
1M3

Phone: +1 877-620-9006

Website: coinsquare.com

Contact: support@coinsquare.com



Address: 55 University Ave 12 Floor, Toronto, 
ON M5J 2H7

Phone: 647-350-8972

Website: dltlabs.com

Contact: info@dltlabs.com



Address: 250 Yonge Street, Suite 2201, Toronto, 
ON M5B 2L7

Phone: 647-477-7767

Website: dombit.ca

Contact: info@dombit.ca



Address: 370 King Street West, Suite 701, 
Toronto, Ontario M5V 1J9

Website: dvex.io

Contact: support@dvex.io



Address: 200 Bay St Suite 2700, Toronto, ON 
M5J 2J1

Phone: +1-888-362-7172

Website: ninepoint.com

Contact: invest@ninepoint.com



Address: Suite 1610 - 777 Dunsmuir Street 
Vancouver, BC Canada V7Y 1K4

Phone: 604-687-3376

Website: revolugroup.com

Contact: info@RevoluGROUP.com



Address: 2967 Dundas Street West, #922, 
Toronto, ON M6P 1Z2

Phone: +1-833-862-4886

Website: stablecorp.ca

Contact: info@stablecorp.ca



Address: 130 Queens Quay East, West Tower, 
Suite #506, Toronto, Ontario M5A 3Y5

Phone: 1-877-701-0555

Website: theamlshop.ca

Contact: contactus@theamlshop.ca



Address: 45 Sheppard Ave E Suite 803, North 
York, ON M2N 5N1

Phone: 416-583-1838

Website: virgocx.ca

Contact: support@virgocx.ca
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MINING

AGRICULTURE

ENERGY AND RESOURCES

Bitfarms


Cryptologic


DMG Blockchain


HIVE Blockchain


HUT 8


Mining Colocation


vBit Technologies


Address: 1376 Bayview Ave, Unit 1, 
Toronto, ON M4G 3A1

Phone: 514-277-3508

Website: bitfarms.ca

Contact: info@bitfarms.io



Address: 5 Hazelton Avenue, Suite 300. 
Toronto, Ontario M5R 2E1

Phone: 647-715-3707

Website: cryptologic.com

Contact: investor@cryptologic.com



Address: 795 Hwy 395, Christina Lake, 
BC. V0H 1E0

Phone: 778-300-6115

Website: dmgblockchain.com

Contact: investors@dmgblockchain.com



Address: 555 Burrard Street Vancouver, 
British Columbia V7X 1M8

Phone: 604-664-1078

Website: hiveblockchain.com

Contact: info@hiveblockchain.com



Address: 130 King Street West, Suite 
1800. Toronto, Ontario, M5X 2A2

Phone: 1-647-256-1992

Website: hut8mining.com

Contact: info@hut8mining.com



Address: 7007 Islington Ave, 
Woodbridge, ON L4L 1V8

Phone: 647-361-7442

Website: miningcolocation.com

Contact: sales@miningcolocation.com



Address: 6403 Burbank Rd SE, Calgary, 
AB T2H 2E1

Phone: +1-877-220-4518

Website: vbitmining.com

Contact: marketing@vbitmining.comm



WCSB Blockchain Infrastructure 

Address: 1500, 250 - 2 Street SW 
Calgary, Alberta T2P 0C1

Phone: 587-475-0210

Website: 
www.tidewatermidstream.com

Contact: 
info@tidewatermidestream.com


Grain Discovery


eXeBlock Technology


Farmers Edge


TrustBIX


Address: 461 King St W 3rd floor, Toronto, 
ON M5V 1K4

Website: graindiscovery.com

Contact: info@graindiscovery.com



Address: Suite 280 - 1090 W Georgia Street 
Vancouver, BC V6E 3V7

Phone: 604-899-0106

Website: exeblock.ca

Contact: rrandall@exeblock.ca



Address: 25 Rothwell Road, Winnipeg, MB 
R3P 2M5

Phone: 1-866-724-3343

Website: farmersedge.ca

Contact: support@farmersedge.ca



Address: 10607 82 St NW 2nd Floor, 
Edmonton, AB T6A 3N2

Phone: 780-456-2207

Website: trustbix.com

Contact: info@trustbix.com


GuildOne Inc


Mavennet


Peer Ledger 


Address: 333 5 Ave SW #940, Calgary, AB 
T2P 3B6

Phone: 403-209-3001

Website: guild1.com

Contact: support@guild1.com



Address: 129 Spadina Ave, Toronto, ON 
M5V 2L3

Website: mavennet.com

Contact: info@mavennet.com



Address: 1505 Barrington St #246, Halifax, 
NS B3J 3K5

Phone: 902-452-6140

Website: peerledger.com

Contact: sales@peerledger.com
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EDUCATION AND 
RESEARCH

DIGITAL IDENTITY
Blockchain Research Institute


Blockchain Finance Academy


Canadian Blockchain Consortium


Canadian Blockchain Association for 
Women


Canadian Blockchain Supply Chain 
Association


CryptoChicks


Address: 111 Peter St Unit 503, Toronto, 
ON M5V 2H1

Phone: 416-863-8809

Website: blockchainresearchinstitute.org

Contact: 
info@blockchainresearchinstitute.org



Address: 8888 Keele Street Vaughan, ON 
L4K 2N2 

Phone: 905-669-8858

Website: bf.academy

Contact: info@bf.academy



Address: 

Phone: 

Website: canadablockchain.ca

Contact: info@canadablockchain.ca



Address: 510 6th Ave SE, Calgary AB T2G 
1L7

Phone: 647-215-8580

Website: cbaw.io

Contact: info@cbaw.io



Address: 1403 Rue Denault, Chambly, QC 
J3L 0C4

Phone: 438-800-2311

Website: cbsca.ca

Contact: info@cbsca.ca



Address: #1109 33 Singer Crt, Toronto, 
ON, M2K0B4

Phone: 1-833-224-4257

Website: cryptochicks.ca

Contact: stayintouch@cryptochicks.ca



Digital Finance Institute


DIACC


Address: 30 Wellington St W 5th Floor, 
Toronto, ON M5L 1B1

Phone: 604-601-2046

Website: digitalfinanceinstitute.org

Contact: 
admin@digitalfinanceinstitute.org



Address: 720 King Street West, Suite 302. 
Toronto, ON M5V3S5

Website: diacc.ca

Contact: info@diacc.ca



Bluink


1D Network


SecureKey Technologies


Terrahub Technologies


Address: 137 Second Ave, Ottawa, ON 
K1S 2H4

Phone: 613-695-9585

Website: bluink.ca

Contact: info@bluink.ca



Address: 204, 240 11th Ave SW, Calgary 
AB T2R 0C3

Phone: 647-215-8580

Website: 1dnetwork.com

Contact: support@1d.network



Address: 4101 Yonge St #501, North York, 
ON M2P 1N6

Phone: 416-477-5625

Website: securekey.com

Contact: info@securekey.com



Address: Suite 1500, 125 9 Ave SE, 
Calgary, AB T2G 0P6

Phone: 403-968-8471

Website: terrahub.ca

Contact: info@terrahub.ca



We are Canada’s largest not 
for profit industry 

organization dedicated to 
supporting Canada’s 

technology ecosystem
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DEVELOPEMENT

Antino Labs Private Limited 


Aversan Labs


Bitswift Technology Solutions


Brainsmiths Labs


Gyroscopic Inc.


HebronSoft 


Address: 13352 105a Ave, Surrey, BC V3T 
2A5

Phone: (236) 880-7362

Website: antino.io

Contact: info@antino.io



Address: 30 Eglinton Ave W, Mississauga, 
ON L5R 3E7

Phone: (416) 289-1554

Website: aversanlabs.com

Contact: info@aversanlabs.com



Address: 556 O'Connor Dr #123b, 
Kingston, ON K7P 1N3

Phone: (613) 766-1110

Website: bitswift.tech

Contact: hello@bitswift.tech



Address: 26730 56th Ave, Unit 103 
Aldergrove BC V4W 3X5

Phone: +1-818-284-6556

Website: brainsmiths.com

Contact: support@brainsmithlabs.com



Address: 270 George St N #301, 
Peterborough, ON K9J 3H1

Phone: (647) 885-7687

Website: gyroscopic.ca

Contact: contact@gyroscopic.ca



Address: 70 King St. West Suite 805 
Toronto, Ontario.

Phone: +38-097-821-8443

Website: hebronsoft.com

Contact: сontact-us@hebronsoft.com



ITM House


TTT Studios


Winterwind


ProofSys Inc.


Address: 260 Carlaw Ave, Toronto, ON 
M4M 3L1

Phone: +1-833-486-3387

Website: itmhouse.com

Contact: info@itmhouse.com



Address: 777 Dunsmuir St #1250, 
Vancouver, BC V7Y 1G6

Phone: +1 888-315-4476

Website: ttt.studio

Contact: info@ttt.studio



Address: 3168 Riverwalk Ave, Vancouver, 
BC. Canada

Website: winterwind.com

Contact: anthony@winterwind.com 



Address: 1 Yonge Street, Suite 1801 
Toronto, ON M5E 1W7 Canada

Website: https://proofsys.io

Contact Support: info@proofsys.io 



WANT TO BE LISTED IN 
THE CANADIAN 

BLOCKCHAIN DIRECTORY? 
PLEASE SUBMITT YOUR 

REQUEST TO 
INFO@CANADABLOCKCHA

IN.CA
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